
The hotel’s web site made it look suitably entic-
ing. We were spending a few days relaxing and
hiking in northern Greece before heading for a
family wedding in Thessaloniki. Anyone who has
experienced the rigours of a Greek wedding will
know that it is best approached with mind and
body cleared of stress. 

It was the second of two properties I had chosen
on line. The first, the Papaevangelou on the edge
of the village of Megalo Papingo in the
mountains of Zagroia, not from Ioannina, had
been a delight: traditional stone walls and tiled
roofs in harmony with the
community’s older buldings;
delicious breakfast of home
made and local constituents;
perfect tranquillity; a large,
airy room with a vegetable
garden outside and a purple
wall of crenellated mountain
beyond the intervening gorge. 

The second hotel billed itself as boutique. Bijou
would have been a better description. Our room
at the second was so cramped there was barely
space enough to store the bags without the risk
of stumbling over them in the night. It was diffi-
cult to shave without leaving the sliding door to
the bedroom open so that I could stick my
backside through it. In an on line review an
earlier guest had complained the hotel was so
awful that he wouldn’t stay there again even if
there was nowhere else available. I was right to

ignore him. While we felt that the hotel web site
had gilded the lily it certainly wasn’t so disap-
pointing as to make us look for a park bench. 

But our experience highlighted a problem which I
have discussed before in this column – and have
no qualms about raising again: if you are booking
independently, rather than through a tour opera-
tor or travel agent, how do you pick the right
hotel? Whose advice do you trust?

Provided you are not on a tight budget it is
rarely a problem in major cities and important
or historic towns, particularly in the developed

world. The huge expansion of
major brands has created
default options. In emerging
economies they can be
reasonably priced. This was
illustrated vividly a year ago
when I needed to change
hotels at late notice in

Warsaw. A very comfortable double room at the
recently opened Westin, with an excellent buffet
breakfast for two, cost a surprisingly reasonable
£115 a night.

In more obscure destinations it’s not that easy.
Hotel guides are not comprehensive. Michelin, for
example, remains generally dependable. But if
you search it on line for one of my all time
favourites, Tan-y-Foel near Betws-y-Coed on the
edge of Snowdonia you will find it recommended
as a restaurant but not separately as a hotel. 
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I WOULD RATHER SLEEP IN A BATHROOM 
THAN IN ANOTHER HOTEL1

Roger Bray

A Greek wedding is best
approached with mind and

body cleared of stress

1 Billy Wilder



The internet presents a temptingly undemanding
solution. Scroll through the inventory of a
booking agency, inspect the gallery of images
and you’ve a middling chance of striking lucky.
The danger lies in those amateur reviews. Had the
earlier guest at our Greek hotel tempered his
tirade with some reasonable, non-hysterical
evaluation I might have been swayed by his
opinion.

There is a view abroad, I must
accept it, that when profes-
sional travel writers review
hotels or resorts, they have
often been wined and dined by
vested interests to within
millimetres of their objective
limits. Rest assured that the
good ones hang on to their
objectivity. But just as important as a resolve not
to swamp defects with praise is the structure
which prevents them going too far the other
way. Many years ago I wrote an article fiercely
critical of what I felt to be exploitative prices in
Austrian ski resorts. It drew an angry complaint
from the country’s tourist office. My editor, not
famous for genial tolerance of his journalists’
failings, felt I had pushed my criticism too hard.
Whether or not he was justified I was unsure, but
from then on I thought a little more carefully
about the impact of the printed word. Had I
directed my fire at individual hotels, there was an
in house lawyer to rein me in check. 

Amateur reviewers have none of these layers
between keyboard and publication but I need to
qualify the term amateur. It embraces a wide
spectrum, from the occasional contributor to a
site such as TripAdvisor, who may not have
enough stayed in enough hotels to make valid
comparisons, to the growing army of bloggers
who make money out of their blogs in order to
fund their travels. To make things more confusing
a significant number of very experienced travel

writers have set up blogs or
web sites to supplement or
perhaps replace their output in
print. But what they all have in
common is that apart from
spell checks their copy is rarely
subjected to the eagle eye of
an editor or the warning voice

of a lawyer. This may result in extreme timidity
about upsetting anyone or rashly exaggerated
negativity.

So when it comes to hotel bookings the rise of
the internet has created a minefield, so tread
warily. If possible, check the age and CV of the
blogger. Ask yourself whether that TripAdvisor
reviewer might have expected five star facilities
at a two star hotel. Check out the guides and (I
would say this, wouldn’t I?) trust the advice of
newspaper and magazine critics and don’t place
too much faith in the photo galleries on hotel
web sites. That way you can improve the odds.
But sadly, as our Greek experience proved, you
can never guarantee perfection.
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Their copy is rarely subjected
to the eagle eye of an editor
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